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INTRODUCTION

The ongoing work of the Romanian Academy for the
national literature digitalization includes two important
projects: a) the General Dictionary of Romanian Literature
(DGLR), which contains information on the representative
writers and institutions that contributed to national
literature, and b) the Chronology of Romanian Literary Life
(CVLR), which maps the relevant Romanian literary events
between 1944 and 2000. The corresponding works are
available through two channels, namely in printed form and
in the INTELIT web platform. Several statistical analyses
were performed using DGLR and CVLR corpuses, and
corresponding results were integrated into the ReaderBench
framework1 [10].

ABSTRACT

The General Dictionary of Romanian Literature (DGLR) is
a comprehensive work carried out by researchers from the
literary institute of the Romanian Academy. DGLR offers
detailed information about writers, editors, translators,
literary publications, and cultural institutions that
contributed to the Romanian national literature. The current
work presents interactive web visualizations, based on
statistical studies performed on the DGLR corpus, such as:
biographical
information;
geographic
information,
including countries that part of the most important writers
have visited, lived in, or studied in; active literary entities
per year; timeline of publications for important writers. The
purpose of the visualizations is to provide overviews
regarding the Romanian literature to the general audience.
In addition, our views offer valuable insights on the writers
and their work across time. A survey was conducted on 20
users and most of them had a pleasant experience;
recommendations on future developments were also
provided.

The current work presents interactive web visualizations of
writers’ statistics based on DGLR, their integration into the
ReaderBench platform, together with a qualitative study on
the visualizations’ usefulness and ease of use. The
visualizations provide a broad, general perspective on the
Romanian literature, through various charts depicting key
points of writers’ lives and their writings.
The paper is structured as follows. The next section
presents the state-of-the-art, highlighting similar studies and
available types of visualizations. Next, the third section
presents the corpus, together with data processing
techniques and technologies used for storage, integration,
and visualizations. The fourth section presents
interpretations of the views, followed by an evaluation
based on a questionnaire. The last section draws the
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conclusions from the current analysis and outlines possible
directions of future development.

Jockers and Mimno [12] propose another modern
visualization to identify how writer gender, nationality, and
date of publication impact the theme of novels from the
19th century. The writers used a corpus of 3,346 novels
from the 19th century covering British, Irish, and American
fiction. The study is centered on identifying differences
between male and female authors who write on various
themes, such as: religion, war, or fashion. Moreover, the
study also introduced an automated prediction of the gender
of anonymous writers based on the previously generated
model.

STATE OF THE ART

Most analyses on literature are based on analytical
approaches. For example, Moretti [15] introduces
quantitative studies on the evolution and morphology of
novels throughout history, including: visualizations for
quantitative history (e.g., number of new novels per year),
maps for cultural mapping (e.g., the protagonists of Parisian
novels and the objects of their desire), and trees to represent
evolutionary theory (e.g., evaluating the presence of clues
in the early stages of British detective fiction).

The current study is aligned with previous analyses by
providing valuable insights on writers described in the
DGLR through interactive visualizations. User have access
in an interactive web platform to biographical information,
geographical information (e.g., the countries the most
important writers visited), literary entities, and publication
timelines for the most important writers.

The direction of his work was continued and enhanced in
the Stanford Literary Lab [1, 19] via automatic tools of
digital text analysis [16]. Moretti [14] also published a more
comprehensive collection of essays that analyzes the
morphological transformations in European novels,
accompanied by research on novels’ plots using network
theory. His essays present quantitative information on:
a) geography, as a fundamental factor in the divergence of
different literary genders; b) the representation of character
relations in plots, and c) statistical information on the titles,
such as length or the use of adjectives and of proper names
in titles.

METHOD

Our solution is a web platform that integrates several
visualizations of statistical data related to Romanian
writers, their writings, and other literary entities, all
corresponding to letters A-O from DGLR that were
currently available. The targeted writings cover domains
from folklore to literary theory and expand to writings from
the Republic of Moldova to writings by German, Greek, or
Jewish writers on the Romanian soil. Besides writings and
writers, the dictionary also includes information about
editors, translators, publicists, cultural and literary
movements and concepts, magazines, and cultural
institutions from Romania and from Romanian diaspora, as
well as anonymous writings [3]. The second edition of the
dictionary is now under development; it will be available in
8 volumes, covering the information in alphabetical order.
Currently, 5 volumes belonging to the second edition are
already published, including letters A–O.

The study by Sinykin et al. [18] was influenced by Moretti
and it addresses the subjects of economics and race in
American postwar novels. The study showed that women
use 20% fewer economic terms than men, while African
Americans use 10-15% fewer economic terms than
Caucasian writers. Other studies analyze the link between
book genre and writer gender in various types of writings
[20], or apply cluster analysis on English novels to identify
similarities in authors’ writing style [7]. More in-depth
studies, like the one introduced by Bode [2], analyze the
evolution of the Australian novel from 1830 to the present
days, the influences of other literatures, and the impact of
women novelists in the national literature. The study
displays statistical data, such as the number of novels by
writer gender, top book publishers, places of publication,
forms of publication, publisher category, genre of novels,
topmost critically discussed writers etc.

The data used in our visual representations was
automatically extracted from DGLR and from a set of files
provided separately by the Romanian Academy; these files
included more detailed, granular chronological information
on the life of canonical writers. A first experiment by
Neagu et al. [17] was conducted on a subset of the available
corpus to observe demographics of Romanian writers based
on DGLR. The current work follows the same direction,
processing a larger amount of data, extracting additional
types of entities, and introducing novel visualizations.
Additionally, the views are integrated into the ReaderBench
framework and are available to the general public, as
presented below.

The representations corresponding to the previous
quantitative studies used classic visualization, such as line
charts, bar charts, or manually drawn maps. Campbell et al.
[4] proposed a modern representation of a collection of
texts – Women Writers Online (WWO) [8] – to facilitate
close and distant reading [11], and to provide easy access to
general users. The WWO corpus contains more than 420
English texts written by women between 1626 and 1850,
covering a wide range of topics and genres. Data
representation consists of a bipartite network visualization
that connects named entities to corresponding texts in
which mentions can be found.

Indexing and Data Extraction

The corpus includes pre-print versions of DGLR together
with a set of Microsoft Word documents that contain the
chronology of life and literary activity of canonical writers
(i.e., the most representative writers from Romanian
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•

Literature). The information from the DGLR volumes is
provided in Adobe InDesign2 format, which was then
converted to HTML for a standardized processing of data.
The same process was applied to the Microsoft Word files
which were converted to the HTML format.

•

The available DGLR corpus includes 2529 entities
recognized as writers, from which 2433 authors were
chosen for our work. The selection criterion consists of a
valid year of birth that can be extracted from the description
field. In addition to writers, 1186 entries were labeled as
other entities (publications, associations, institutions,
genres, etc.), and 1075 were included in our analysis. For
the selected entries, the year of birth was found in the first
line of their description using the common format
“YYYY”. Disregarded entries did not have a birth year
associated – for example, genres specifying only the
century (“appeared in the VIII century”). In contrast to
DGLR, the corpus for the chronology of life and literary
activities included only canonical writers: “Lucian Blaga”,
“George Bacovia”, “Mircea Eliade”, “Constantin
Dobrogeanu-Gherea”, “George Co buc”, “Ion Barbu”,
“Tudor Arghezi”, “Mihai Eminescu”, “Emil Cioran”, and
others.

•
•
•

Data was stored in an Elasticsearch instance, suitable for
analytics purposes and fast on data retrieval in large amount
of texts [9]. Two indexes were created, index-writers and
index-publications, respectively, to make a separation
between each category as the data stored for each entity was
different. The following fields for writers were extracted
from DGLR: name, year and birthplace, year, and place of
death (if it is the case), professions, text biography,
publishing years, list of publications and critical references.
For the other literary entities, we only extracted their name
and the description. Specific data preprocessing techniques
were performed to extract relevant information and to
structure it accordingly, as required by the graphical tools.

A detailed description that is displayed in the upper
part of the page (1);
A “smart” scrollbar that displays a miniature of the
horizontal axis, together with two draggable bullets on
each side of the scrollbar used for filtering the timeline
(2);
A cursor for better visualizing the values on the axis
(3), together with tooltips available on hover for all the
datapoints (4);
A legend for each data series displayed in the chart (5);
Labeled horizontal and vertical axis (6).

Figure 1. Anatomy of a standard chart.

Geographic maps were implemented as separate Angular
components, using the AmCharts API and the geodata
package3. This package contains representations of the
world countries in a GeoJSON [3] format. Each map comes
in two resolutions, low and high, the difference between
them being the number of points used for drawing the
borders. The current visualizations use the low-resolution
maps, as these are faster to load. In addition, an exact
border representation is not vital for our charts.

isuali ations

ReaderBench Website

AmCharts, a modern JavaScript library, was used to
represent data. AmCharts can plot different types of views,
such as: line, bar, or pie charts, as well as more complex
views, such as maps, timelines, or Scalable Vector Graphics
(SVG) pictorials. Besides the wide variety of views,
AmCharts can render visualizations either from JSON
inputs, or programmatically using the API for JavaScript or
TypeScript. This was a major advantage for our application,
as the standard visualizations were created using a JSON
format.

The ReaderBench website showcases tools for Natural
Language Processing, Cohesion Network Analysis and text
mining [6]. The website is developed in Angular4 and is
composed of numerous sections. The newly introduced
visualizations were created in a separate page of the
ReaderBench website, Experiments, centered on standalone
analyses. The visualizations introduced in this paper are
publicly available online, free of charge, at
http://readerbench.com/experiments/intellit.

The visual elements integrated in the standard charts are
independent of the displayed data. As seen in Figure 1, each
visualization is composed of:
3

https://www.npmjs.com/package/ amcharts/amcharts4geodata

2

4

https://www.adobe.com/products/indesign.html
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Figure 2. The travels of canonical writers.

The second type of visualizations consists of two maps: the
writers’ birth places and the travels of canonicals writers
throughout the world. These types of visualizations were
introduced in the initial study performed by Neagu et al.
[17], but the travel map of canonical writers was enhanced,
as follows (see Figure 2). The displayed paths can now be
filtered by selecting and deselecting entities from the leftside legend. The “Toggle all” button removes or adds all
writers from/to the map. Path directions were introduced for
all travel segments, together with a tooltip displaying the
start and end locations. In addition, buttons for finer zoom
control were added to the bottom-right corner of the screen.

Experiments

The information extracted from DGLR is available to the
end users as graphical visualizations divided into three
categories, based on the represented data:
• Writers throughout time – this category contains the
number of writers born each year, the birth location of
the writers represented on a map, the death age of the
writers, the number of publications and active writers
per year;
• Literary entities throughout time – two views are
considered, depicting the number of publications per
year and the number of active publications per year;
• Canonical writers’ life – in this category, we display
the cities visited by canonical writers, their active
publication period, as well as a publication timeline.

The last category of visualizations, miscellaneous, contains
three visualizations. The first view is an area chart
displaying the death years of writers (see Figure 3). Each
year in the chart has three corresponding values: the death
age the youngest and oldest authors, together with the
average value between these two. Second, a miscellaneous
graph considers a dumbbell plot for the publications of
canonical writers [17], listing the first and last publication
years. Third, we introduce an experimental timeline view,
an alternative to the canonical writers’ travels, available
currently only for “George Co buc” (see Figure 6), a
representative writer for Romanian literature; other authors
will be added iteratively to this visualization. Each section
from the timeline view is colored differently, corresponding
to a time period and place where the author travelled to; the
name of the place is displayed on mouse hover. The
writer’s publications are displayed chronographically,
colored for consistency similarly to the corresponding
period.

The representations can be separated into the following
categories based on their type: bar-charts, maps, and
miscellaneous. As a standard, the bar-charts from this
experiment display on the horizontal axis the timeframe
between 1515 and 2010, corresponding to the first and last
recorded publication years in the DGLR. The vertical axis
displays different values, depending on the selected view:
the number of writers born that year, the number of
publications issued, the number of active publications, or
the number of active writers together with the number of
published works. Another observation regarding this type of
views is the existence of spikes or gaps. A line indicator
depicting a 5-point moving average was applied to better
highlight the trends and smooth the evolutions by filtering
short-term fluctuations.
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Figure 3. Age of death for writers.

Figure 4. Writers born per year.

The oldest writers in Romanian literature had 104 years
(two writers), close to them one writer died at 101 years,
other three at 100 years, two at 99 years, and some others at
98. At the lower end, the youngest writers who died after
1900 had only 19 years (two writers), one 20 years, and two
writers were only 22. The average age of Romanian writers
is 68.89 years for the full historical period included in our
dataset.

DISCUSSIONS

Our visualizations are grouped into three main categories:
writers throughout time, literary entities throughout time,
and the life of canonical writers. Each category has a list of
visualizations presented below.
Romanian Writers throughout Time

The first visualization in this category aims to depict the
age of the youngest and oldest writers who died every year,
and the average writers’ age in the 20th and 21st centuries
(see Figure 3 depicting the lowest, highest, and average
value).There were many consecutive years between the
16th and 19th centuries for which there was no available
data, or several years when only one writer was present.
Writers before 20th century were not included in this plot.
Up until 1809, only 3 years marked the death of at least 2
writers: 1711, 1715, and 1724. Data is less sparse between
1809 and 1900, but the plot would have included a lot of
gaps due to the low number of writers in that period; more
data was available after 1900 and until 2018.

The second visualization in this category (see Figure 4)
highlights that the number of writers is small in the early
days of Romanian literature (maximum 6), as they were
born at a distance of 5–10 years; hence, data before 1800
was excluded from the analysis. The distance between the
writers’ years of birth reduces starting from 1800, as we
advance in the 19th century. The peak is the year 1881,
when 17 writers were born; close to it are 1895 (16 writers
were born) and 1887 (15 writers were born).
The observed pattern is that the Romanian literary
contributions started to intensify from the middle of the
19th century. Afterwards, we observed that at least one
writer was born each year in the period 1900–1980, with
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the peak in 1939 and 1940 (when 43 writers were born each
year), a very challenging period worldwide marking the
beginning of World War II. The most flourishing period in
history for the birth of Romanian writers is 1920–1951,
when 17 or more writers were born each year, except 1932.
Afterwards, a fall in the number of born writers was
observed in the communist regime. Nevertheless, the
youngest writers alive are born in 1984 (currently 36 years
old); this may show that there are still future writers which
are not yet well known and may fill in these gaps.

Another analysis in this category presents the literary
entities active per year. The start and end years were
considered the same for literary entities which had only the
start year in the dictionary. There are entities which were
active during certain periods of time and had missing years
of activity due to wars or other internal financial problems.
Canonical Writers Life

A visualization in this category includes an interactive
timeline of a writer’s literary activity. Figure 6 presents the
timeline chart for “George Co buc”, a well-known
Romanian writer. The timeline displays each work of the
author: the work name extracted from DGLR, alongside
with its corresponding publication year, together with the
location where it was written.

Romanian Literary Entities throughout Time

The first visualization in this category (see Figure 5) is
related to the literary entities extracted from DGLR: literary
publications, associations, and cultural institutions. Results
are interesting by highlighting that the interwar period was
most flourishing for the Romanian literature. Also, an
important spike is shown in 1990, immediately after the
communism fall, when the largest number of literary
entities was encountered.

Another analysis includes the cities visited by the canonical
writers with their corresponding years (see Figure 2). This
visualization shows a world map with arrows drawn
between start and end cities, alongside tooltips with
corresponding
details.

Figure 5. The number of literary entities born per year.

Figure 6. Timeline chart for eorge Co buc.

disagreement and 5 complete agreement) followed by 4
free-input questions that cover their opinion on the interface
and the functionalities. The first 6 questions targeted the
ease of use for the more complex visualizations (i.e.,
canonical writers’ travels, timeline, writers’ age of death),
the overall quality of the information in the interface and
the usefulness of the moving average. User were asked in

USER TESTING

A survey was conducted on 20 users, 15 males and 5
females, with ages between 25 and 45 years old. All users
were asked to respond to a survey with 6 questions having
ratings on a 5-point Likert Scale (1 indicates complete
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•

their open-ended questions to provide feedback regarding
the view concerning the writers’ birth locations, their
favorite visualization, and describe what type of
information and visualizations they considered most
valuable.

•
•

Two reliability statistics were calculated for the recorded
answers. The Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) [13]
of .624 and Cronbach’s Alpha [5] of .778 denote a
moderate level of agreement between the users.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The multilateral process of shifting the Romanian literature
to the digital era involves literary researchers, linguists, and
computer science specialists. The current paper aims to
explore statistical information and web-based interactive
visualizations to display data from the General Dictionary
of Romanian Literature in a simple and clear way for the
broad audience. The results of a survey show that most end
users had a pleasant experience with our views. Future
development recommendations were provided, which will
be integrated in the next versions of the website.

The feedback received from the free-input questions was
comprehensive. The first question considered the users’
opinion regarding the birth location of writers represented
on the map. Eighty percent of the users considered the
representation interesting and useful, and 11 users requested
more information on the map, such as the names of the
writers and the birth years. Also, another interesting
suggestion was to filter the map and display information for
certain periods of time. Most users complained about the
information which was too cluttered, and they experienced
rendering issues. Improvements were also suggested, for
example: displaying only the writers born in Romania and
aggregating the rest of the writers per country. The second
suggestion was to color the counties based on the number of
writers born in each of them, generating a heatmap.

Future work includes the integration of remaining letters
from DGLR (letters P-Z), which are still under
development. Moreover, the timeline view will be extended
to all canonical writers. Based on the user feedback, we will
address the rendering issues, add information about the
writers’ and other literary entities’ names. Additional
visualizations are envisioned, such as a heatmap for the
birth places of writers, a map of the death locations of the
writers, marking worldwide events on the bar-charts, as
well as a short tutorial for interacting with the
representations.

The second question requested users to point their favorite
view and argument their choice. The results are presented in
Table 1. Three users selected two views, while one user
checked all visualizations as favorites. The maps and the
timeline views were considered most attractive and
interactive. The other charts were preferred by users who
went beyond the raw information and correlated the values
with historical events.

In terms of data sources, we plan to integrate external
sources containing historical events and foreign authors,
and to perform cross-correlations to observe how the social,
political, and economic context influenced the Romanian
writers.

Table 1. umber of votes per type of view.
Favorite view

Number of votes

Canonical writers’ travels

8

Timeline for George Coșbuc

6

Writers’ birth years

3

Writers’ birth places

3

Canonical writers’ publications

1

Publications and active writers

1

All

1

Adding the name of the writers/publications in views
that support this feature – three votes;
Depicting how events at worldwide or personal levels
affected the works of the writers –two votes;
Adding a view with the most important publications –
two votes.
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The next two questions covered new information or
visualizations that the users wanted to see in the interface.
We received 22 different ideas, and we will focus on the
most frequently recurring suggestions:
• Adding a visualization that represents the literary
movements and the most representative corresponding
writers –five votes;
• Extending the timeline to more writers – four votes;
• Introducing a tutorial for interacting with the
visualizations –three votes;
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